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Abstract— In this paper, we present an innovative approach in 

detecting fault conditions in a battery in which multiple model 

adaptive estimation (MMAE) technique is applied using 

electrochemical model of a Li-Ion cell. This physics based 

model of Li-ion battery (with LiCoO2 cathode chemistry) with 

healthy battery parameters was considered as the reference 

model. Battery fault conditions such as aging, overcharge, and 

over discharge cause significant variations of parameters from 

nominal values and can be considered as separate models. 

Output error injection based partial differential algebraic 

equation (PDAE) observers are used to generate the residual 

voltage signals. These residuals are then used in MMAE 

algorithm to detect the ongoing fault conditions of the battery. 

Simulation results show that the fault conditions can be 

detected and identified accurately which indicates the 

effectiveness of the proposed battery fault detection method.  

 
Keywords— Electrochemical model, Fault detection, Lithium-

Ion batteries, MMAE, PDAE observer.  

NOMENCLATURE 

c�        Lithium ion concentration in the electrolyte phase c�       Lithium ion concentration in the active materials in 

both electrodes c��,�      Volume-averaged concentration of a single particle D�       Diffusivity at electrolyte phase D�       Diffusivity at solid phase f	 
⁄      Mean molar activity coefficient  F		        Faraday constant  	i�           Current in the electrolyte phase i�         Exchange current density  I							    Load current  J�           Molar ion fluxes between the active materials in   

electrodes and the electrolyte L�         Length of negative electrode L�         Length of positive electrode n          Number of active materials   R	        Universal gas constant  R�	      Radius of the spherical particles  t	�      Transference number T            Average internal temperature U         Open circuit potential  

V          Cell voltage α
       Charge transfer coefficient in anode α	       Charge transfer coefficient in cathode γ            Observer gain constant φ�        Potential at electrolyte phase 	φ�        Potential at solid phase ε�           Volume fraction at electrolyte phase ε�           Volume fraction at solid phase η         Over-potential for the reactions ρ
#$	   Average density  κ           Rate constant for the electrochemical reaction 
 

INTRODUCTION 

Li-Ion rechargeable batteries are one of the major power 

sources which are being thought of as the future energy 

sources in many sectors including automotive and 

communication sectors. Lithium Ion batteries are already in 

use in these areas, specifically in hybrid electric vehicles 

(HEV) as well as electric vehicles (EV) along with major 

portable electronic devices. In the past few years, usage of Li-

Ion battery has remarkably increased due to the advantageous 

features as compared to other types of rechargeable batteries, 

namely the higher energy to weight ratio, lowest memory 

effects, lower self-discharge rates, and comparatively lower 

overall cost [2]. To ensure the optimal operation of Li-Ion 

battery without sacrificing the stated features, fault condition 

monitoring is of critical importance. These fault conditions 

can cause serious negative impact on the battery operation and 

life if they are not detected and managed quickly.  

 

Based on the usage of the battery and type of operations 

involved, a number of fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) 

methodologies have been developed. All the model based 

FDD techniques make use of two major types of model, 

namely the equivalent circuit based models and true physics 

based models. In equivalent circuit based models, the battery 

is modeled by assuming that the true behavior of the battery is 

attainable using a combination of voltage source, capacitors, 

resistors, and Warburg impedances. The circuit parameters of 

the stated components are experimentally determined, in 

which the insight into the real physics of the battery is 
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ignored. This approach does not deal with the real dynamics 

of the battery chemistry.  

 

On the other hand, the real physics based model

one presented by Doyle, Fuller, and Newman 

based on partial differential equations which contains all the 

required information regarding the true battery chemistry. This

electrochemical model is based on the concentrated solution 

theory [4]. However this model is too complex to 

real time application. Model reduction via realistic simplifying 

assumption is used to overcome this issue. The work presented 

in this paper is based on the reduced order partial differential 

equation [5] representing the electrochemical battery model

 

A large body of work exists that aims at the fault detection and 

diagnosis of rechargeable batteries. Adaptive estimation 

technique has been used in [6], which is based on equivalent

circuit model. Extended Kalman filter (EKF) was utilized to 

estimate the state variables of the non-linear 

that was used in this paper. EKF is based on an approximation 

of Taylor series, which cannot deal with highly non

systems. Another shortcoming of this work is that, it did not 

consider one of the major variable in the battery system, i.e. 

temperature. An adaptive recurrent neural network (ARNN) 

for prediction of  remaining  useful life (RUL) was used in

which is also modeled based on equivalent circuits

Synthesized design of Luenberger observer (LO) was adopted 

in [8] along with equivalent circuit model for fault isolation 

and estimation. The used observer works well with minimum 

or no measurement noise in the system. But this methodology

does not perform well when significant measurement nose is 

present in the system. 

 

Other major studies related to state of health (SOH) and 

remaining useful life (RUL) of Li Ion battery is based on data

driven methods. In [9], the data-driven method is presented on 

the diagnosis and prognosis of the battery 

alternative powertrain. For estimation purpose

used a support vector machine (SVM) type machine learning 

technique. A similar methodology is adopted a conditional 

three-parameter capacity degradation model 

Kozlowski [11] presented a battery parameter identification, 

estimation and prognosis methodology presented using several 

techniques, e.g. neural network (NN), auto regressive moving 

average (ARMA), fuzzy logic (FL) and imped

spectroscopy (IS) etc. Since the data-driven method is

on the relationship between input and output, the real physics 

of the battery model is ignored in this approach as 

 

Multiple model adaptive estimation (MMAE) is used in this 

work to detect the faults in a Li-ion battery. This adaptive 

estimation method requires representation of different fault 

scenarios, generate the residual signals and then to isolate the 

faults of different kinds using the algorithm. The generation of 

residuals and evaluation of them plays a vital role on the 

performance of the diagnosis [12]. In this work

with the real dynamics 

On the other hand, the real physics based models, such as the 

 [3] are primarily 

based on partial differential equations which contains all the 

the true battery chemistry. This 

based on the concentrated solution 

model is too complex to be used in a 

via realistic simplifying 

issue. The work presented 
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battery parameter identification, 

estimation and prognosis methodology presented using several 

techniques, e.g. neural network (NN), auto regressive moving 

average (ARMA), fuzzy logic (FL) and impedance 

driven method is based 

on the relationship between input and output, the real physics 

of the battery model is ignored in this approach as is in ECM. 

Multiple model adaptive estimation (MMAE) is used in this 

ion battery. This adaptive 

estimation method requires representation of different fault 

scenarios, generate the residual signals and then to isolate the 

faults of different kinds using the algorithm. The generation of 

and evaluation of them plays a vital role on the 

work, the residuals 

are generated by comparing the simulated outputs o

models with the simulated output of the true plant model.

 

The work presented here aims at detecting several faults, i.e. 

aging, over-discharge (OD), and over

the detection of the healthy model. Amo

scenarios in a Li-ion battery, OD and OC are critical for 

maintaining the health of the battery. While over

lead to overheating that can lead to the

material and explosion, over-discharge can short circuit the 

battery cell [13]. However, if these 

quickly according to the described methodology,

taken to solve the issues before the faults can go to their 

extreme conditions.  

 

ELECTROCHEMICAL BATTERY MODEL

 

The electrochemical battery model captures 

dynamics of Li-ion concentration, electrode potential in each 

phase and the Butler-Volmer kinetics which governs the 

intercalation reactions. A schematic of th

in Fig. 1.  

 

 

From the above geometry, it is clear that, the considered 

geometry considers the dynamics of L

direction. So, our model is a 1

variations of the dynamics in Y and Z directions in not 

considered. Another assumption here is that, L

are considered to be composed of spherical shape with mean 

radius of	&'everywhere along X-axis
 

Fig.1 shows the main regions of the L

entire spatial length is divided in

negative electrode (ranges from 0�
from )�	 to 	)� ) and the positive electrode (ranges from 0�	to	)�). Two electrodes are separated by the thin and porous 
separator region through which only lithium ions (

passed, i.e. the current in the separator is carried away by the 

ions. 

 

The involved state variables of the full battery model at any 

instantaneous time, t and distance, x are lithium ion 

concentration in the electrolyte phase

Fig. 1: Schematic Li-ion battery geometry 
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models with the simulated output of the true plant model. 

The work presented here aims at detecting several faults, i.e. 
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From the above geometry, it is clear that, the considered 

etry considers the dynamics of Li-ion cell only in X-

is a 1-D spatial model where 

variations of the dynamics in Y and Z directions in not 

other assumption here is that, Li-ion particles 

are considered to be composed of spherical shape with mean 

axis[14]. 

shows the main regions of the Li-ion battery model. The 

entire spatial length is divided into three regions, namely, �	to	)�), separator (ranges 
) and the positive electrode (ranges from 

). Two electrodes are separated by the thin and porous 

h only lithium ions ()*�) can be 
passed, i.e. the current in the separator is carried away by the 

The involved state variables of the full battery model at any 

instantaneous time, t and distance, x are lithium ion 

te phase 	+,-., /0 , lithium ion 

ion battery geometry [1]. 
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concentration in the active materials in both 

electrodes	+1-., 2, /0, potential at electrolyte phase 		3,-., /0, 
potential at solid states 		31-., /0 , current in the electrolyte 
phase	*,-., /0, molar ion fluxes between the active materials in 
electrodes and the electrolyte 45-., /0 and the average internal 
temperature 6-/0 [5]. 
 

The governing equations of the electrochemical model of the 

Li-ion battery are [3, 5, 14, 15] : 

 7, 89:-;,<08< = 88; -	7,>, 89:-;,<08; + @�<ABC *,-., /0                        (1) 89D,E-;,F,<08< = @FG 88F ->1,H 	2I 89D,E-;,F,<08F 	0                                      (2)	 
8J:-;,<08; = − H:-;,<0L + IMNC -1 − /9�0 × -1 + Q R�SA T⁄Q R� 9:-;,<00 8 R� 9:-;,<08;      (3)    8JD-;,<08; = H:-;,<0�U-<0V                                        (4) 

8H:-;,<08; = ∑ X	YD,EMZ,E [45,H-., /05H\@                                                 (5) 

45,H-., /0 = HB,E-;,<0C ]^_T`aE-b,c0de − ^f_A`aE-b,c0de g                         (6) 
 

Here *�,H-., /0 is the exchange current density and hH-., /0 is 
the over-potential for the reactions, equations of which are: *�,H-., /0 = 2,SS,H+,-., /0iT-+1,Hjk; − +11,H-., /00iA+11,H-., /0iA      (7) hH-., /0 = l1-., /0 − l,-., /0 − m n+11,H-., /0o −[&S,H	45,H-., /0                                               (8)

  

Here +11,H-., /0  is the *<p  concentration at solid phase 

evaluated at r= &',H , m n+11,H-., /0o is the open circuit potential 
of the *<p active material in the solid phase and +1,Hjk; is the 
maximum possible concentration in the solid phase of the *<p 
active material and this is a constant[5]. qkrs+' QN-<0Q< = ℎ9,uuv6kjw-/0 − 6-/0x + y-/0z-/0 −
∑ [| X	YD,EMZ,E [45,H-., /0}mH-., /0~.���f ]5H\@                           (9) 

Where, 

}mH-., /0 ≜ mH-+1̅,H-., /0 − 6-/0 �mH-+1̅,H-., /00�6 0 
Here, +1̅,H-., /0  is the volume-averaged concentration of a 
single particle, which is again defined as [5] 

+1̅,H-., /0 ≜ 3&',HX � 2IMZ,E
� +1,H-., 2, /0	~2	 

In the above equations 7,, 71,H , �, &, &',H , [, �k, �9 , +', qkrs , ℎ9,uu  and /9�  are all constant parameters, � , �9 k⁄ 	and	>,  are 
dependent on electrolyte concentration and temperature and 2,SS,H , >1,H 	and	&S,H  are Arrhenius-like parameters which 
follows the equation, �-60 = �NB	^��--N-<0�NB0/N-<0NB0 . 
 

Boundary conditions for the above model are 	89:-�f,<08< =
0 , 	89:-��,<08< = 0, *,-0�, /0 = 0 , 	*,-0�, /0 = 0  and l,-0�, /0 =0. 
Output of the model is, z-/0 = �1-0�, /0 − �1-0�, /0 

Other few equations used during the simulation of the battery 

model are: �' = �1,'	k<	F\M'/�1,',jk;  m' =��.������.����ZG���@.@@��Z��X�I.����Z����I.��@�Z���XX.�X��Z�B
�@�@�.�XX�ZG���.�XI�Z��X�.X@@�Z���X.��X�Z����.���Z�B (10)  �5 = �1,5	k<	F\M5/�1,5,jk;  m5 =0.7222 + 0.1387�5 + 0.029�5�.� − �.�@�I�¢ + �.��@��¢�.£ + 0.2808exp-0.90 −15�50 − 0.7984	exp	-0.4465�5 − 0.41080           (11) 

 

MODEL REDUCTION AND PDAE OBSERVER 

EQUATIONS 

 

Due to the complexity of the stated PDE model, the model is 

reduced based on few more assumptions. The model is 

intended to be reduced in such a way that, it will be a simple 

one from the simulation point of view by maintaining the 

ability to capture all the cell dynamics. The key assumption is 

the constant electrolyte concentration, i.e. +,-., /0= 	+,  [5]. 
Another on is the introduction of an approximate solution of 

the diffusion equation in solid active materials presented in 

[16]. 

 

Using these two assumptions along with the boundary 

conditions, the reduced model equations:  

 ��/ 	+1̅,H±-., /0 = − 3&H± 45,H±-., /0 ��/ 	«�1,H±-., /0 = − 30	-&H±0I «�1,H±-., /0 − 452-&H±0I 45,H±-., /0 
+11,H±-., /0 = +1̅,H±-., /0+�ME±X�	 «�1,H±-., /0 − ME±X�¬D,E± 45,H±-., /0 
45,H±-., /0 = *�,H±-., /0[ ^iTC®E±-;,<0MN − ^�iAC®E±-;,<0MN ¯ 
�*,±-., /0�. = °3	71,H±&H± [45,H±-., /05

H\@
 

�l1±-., /0�. = *,±-., /0 − y-/0�±  �l,±-., /0�. = − *,±-., /0�±  

qkrs+' ~6-/0~/ = ℎ9,uuv6kjw-/0 − 6-/0x + y-/0z-/0
− °[� 371,H�	&',H� [45,H�-., /0}mH�-., /0~.±f

�f ]5
H\@

− °[� 371,H�	&',H� [45,H�-., /0}mH�-., /0~.±�
�� ]5

H\@
 

During the design of this PDAE observer, there was 

introduced a feedback of error between the measured outputs 

and the calculated outputs [5]. This feedback was maintained 

in such a way that all the variables being estimated 

converges to their true values [17]. The PDAE observer gain 

are linear corrective terms via output injection only for the 
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volume averaged concentrations in the individual 

electrodes and the internal average temperature [5]. The 

gain values were determined by trial and error method 

during the simulation for which the error value is the 

minimum one. 

   The PDAE observer equations are the followings: 

 			 88< 	+̅²1,H±-., /0 = − XME± ³5̂,H±-., /0+µH±-z-/0 − z¶-/00 
		 ��/ 	«�¶1,H±-., /0 = − 30	-&H±0I «�¶1,H±-., /0 − 452-&H±0I ³5̂,H±-., /0 		+̂11,H±-., /0 = +̅²1,H±-., /0+�ME±X�	 «�¶1,H±-., /0 − ME±X�¬D,E± ³5̂,H±-., /0 
		³5̂,H±-., /0 = ·�̂,H±-., /0[ ^iTC®̧E±-;,<0MN − ^�iAC®̧E±-;,<0MN ¯ 
		�·̂,±-., /0�. = °3	71,H±&H± [³5̂,H±-., /05

H\@
 

		�l¶1±-., /0�. = ·,̂±-., /0 − y-/0�±  

			�l¶,±-., /0�. = − ·,̂±-., /0�±  

 		qkrs+' QN¶ 	-<0Q< = ℎ9,uu n6kjw-/0 − 6¶-/0o + y-/0z¶-/0 −
			∑ ¹| XYD,Ef	MZ,Ef [45,H�-., /0}mH�-., /0~.±f�f º5H\@ −
		∑ [| XYD,E�	MZ,E� [45,H�-., /0}mH�-., /0~.±��� ]5H\@ +µN±-z-/0 − z¶-/00.  
 

 Observer output, z¶-/0=l¶1�-0�, /0 − l¶1�-0�, /0.  
 

 The equation of the observer gain in the two electrodes are 

given by	¹µH�µH�º = 	µ	 × » @5fYD,Ef±f@5�YD,E�±�
¼, where, n denotes number of 

active materials which is assumed one in our works.  

 

MULTIPLE MODEL ADAPTIVE ESTIMATION (MMAE) 

TECHNIQUE 

 

This adaptive estimation technique which is a special type of 

fault detection method is adopted in our work with the 

electrochemical model of Li-ion battery. In this estimation 

(MMAE) technique [18-22], as shown in Fig.2, various 

models run simultaneously while all the models are excited by 

the same input signal. MMAE in this work uses PDAE 

observer outputs of different models (coming from due to 

parameter variations). If there are total “n” models, there will 

be (n-1) outputs represents the faults or unhealthy scenarios 

[6], the remaining one is the actual plant model.   

 

The distinguishing feature of MMAE technique is that, it 

provides a scope of fault detection based on possible fault 

scenarios along with the actual model. Main advantage of 

using MMAE as compared with other possible ways of fault 

detection (fuzzy logic, SVM etc.) is that, it provides a 

probabilistic approach of condition monitoring [6] based on 

the differences of outputs between the actual model and all 

other individual fault models which is more reliable in case of 

fault detection. 

 

  

 

 Here, ½@ + ½I+½X+……+½5 = 1 
 

The conditional probabilities require a priori samples to 

compute the current values and are normalized over a 

complete sum of conditional probabilities of all systems. The 

probability for the ¾<p model at time sample	¿	is given by [6, 
20-22] 

½5,À = �ÁÂ-À0|k,Ä-À�@0-ÅÀ|Æ5, ÇÀ�@0½5-¿ − 10∑ �ÁÂ-À0|k,Ä-À�@0vÅÀÈÆÉ , ÇÀ�@x½É-¿ − 105É\@  

 

Where, �ÁÂ-À0|k,Ä-À�@0-ÅÀ|Æ5 , ÇÀ�@0½5-¿ − 10 is the conditional 
probability density function of the ¾<p model considering the 
history of the measurements. 

 

The conditional probability function is expressed as [20-22]: 

 �ÁÂ-À0|k,Ä-À�@0-ÅÀ|Æ5, ÇÀ�@0 = Ê5exp	-∘0 
Where,Ê5 = @-IÌ0Í/G|Î¢-À0|�/G  
 

Where, Ï	is the measurement dimension and equal to 1	and -∘0 = @I 	25,ÀNÐ5,À�@25,À 
 

Where, 25,À  is the residual signal for the ¾<p  model at time 
sample 	¿ . When the output of any of the available models 

matches with the output of the actual model which 

Fig.2.Residual and probability generation from 

multiple models 
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simultaneously make the mean value of that residual signal to 

zero and the covariance of that particular signal is given [20-

22] by, Ð5,À = �5,ÀÑÁ5,À|À�5,ÀN + & 
 

Where �5,À  is the output vector for ¾<p  system at any time 
sample 	¿.  Moreover, Ñ Á5,À|À  represents the state covariance 
matrix while &  is covariance matrix of measurement noise. 
We have used System Identification Toolbox in MATLAB to 

have  Ñ matrices for all the scenarios. We have taken the input 

current profile and the output voltage profile for all considered 

models in this procedure. We have considered a constant value 

of measurement noise covariance matrix 	& , which is 

actually	1 × 10��. 
 

Using all possible residuals the conditional probabilities are 

evaluated. The largest conditional probability among all may 

be used as an indication of ongoing fault condition related to 

the involved specific residual[6]. 

 

 

SIMULATION & RESULTS  

 

The parameters adopted for the simulation of the reduced 

electrochemical model is are given in the following table [23]:  

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. Electrochemical model parameters for )*�ÒÓI  
cathode chemistry 

 

Using all the parameters the actual model was formulated. 

Then this model was run under constant current density 

conditions, i.e.  30Ô/ÕI	&	 15Ô/ÕI discharge. The prior one 
denotes the C-rate while the later one indicates the discharge 

with C/2-rate. This part of simulation was performed to check 

the consistency of our model behavior with the theoretical 

characteristics of the battery system. The obtained results are 

shown in the following figure: 

 

 

 

 
Fig.3. Open circuit voltage of Li-ion battery 

 

From Fig.3, it is clear that, the battery is being discharged in 

near 1-hr in C-rate discharge while the time is near 2-hrs for 

C/2-rate discharge. So, it can be said that, the reduced model 

is designed well enough mainlining the consistency with the 

basic battery performance criteria.  Later on, this model was 

observed with the PDAE observer for the use of fault 

detection. 

 

After obtaining a well-designed model, we have gone through 

the fault detection of this battery system. For this purpose a 

sinusoidal current profile was selected as the input to the 

battery model. Fig.4 demonstrates the input current profile: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.4. Input load current profile 

 
For this input signal, the PDAE observer for electrochemical 
battery model was verified. We have recorded the voltage 
response of the actual model and the observer voltage response 
with different values of the linear corrective terms. Trial and 
error method was adopted to finalize the value of PDAE 

observer gain,		µ. Fig.5 represents the voltage response of both 
the actual model and also the observed model. For this input, 
obtained maximum cell voltage is 4.173V while the minimum 
is 4.135V. 
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Fig.5. Healthy model plant and observed voltage response  

The response in Fig.5 was obtained when µ = 51 × 10�X . 
From the response above, it is evident that, the observer is 

able to track the actual model with highest possible accuracy. 

Here the residual values are almost zero throughout the 

simulation. From this µ  value, one can easily check the 
individual µ  values in each electrode for having the best 
possible response by using the observer gain equation which is 

given in the modeling section of this paper. 

 

Multiple models during the fault detection algorithm was 

yielded due to the parameter variations from model to model. 

Table 2 summarizes the considered changes in parameters. It 

is clear from the table that, there exists substantial changes in 

parameter values when compared with the actual model. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. Parameter variations during model building 

 
The voltage response of overall plant model due to the four 

scenarios for same input signal is given in Fig.6. First & last 

4k samples in overall plant is from healthy model, next 4k is 

from aged model, next 4k samples are due to over discharge 

model and the next 4k samples are from overcharge model.   

Maximum value of the plant model for the given input is 

4.184 V while the minimum is 4.124 V. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6. Plant model voltage profile 

 

To determine the effectiveness of this fault detection 

approach, the above described parameter variations represents 

the fault cases to be detected. Overall simulation was run for 

total 20k samples among which the first and last 4k samples 

were simulated for the healthy condition.  

 

Overall simulation time was divided equally into five parts 

which occurs as following consecutively[6]:  

1. For the first 4k samples are healthy cell operation 

2. For next 4k samples Aged fault condition 

3. For next 4k samples OD fault condition 

4. For next 4k samples OC fault condition 

5. For last 4k samples, the battery is back into the 

healthy condition 

Whenever the residual values for any of the fault scenarios 

goes to zero, it indicates that the output for this case matches 

with the actual model and the probability of occurring this 

case is higher as compared to others. Fig.7 represents the 

residual values for all of the given scenarios. 

 

 

Fig.7. Voltage residuals for considered cases 
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From the above residual plot, it is clear that, the residuals are 

following the order we created for the fault scenarios. Later 

on, we used this residuals for finding the conditional 

probabilities for each fault scenarios. 
 

During this fault detection, it is also assumed that, at any 

instance there can occur only one fault case among the five 

assumed scenarios. The indication of fault occurring comes 

from conditional probability evaluation. Whenever the value 

of the conditional probability for any of the faults goes to 1 

keeping the probability of others in 0, then at that instance that 

fault is the responsible one.  

 

 

Fig.8. Conditional probability density for four scenarios 

 

In Fig.8 p, p1, p2 & p3 represents the probability of occurring 

the healthy, aged, OD & OC scenarios respectively. If we look 

at the plot, it is clear that, during first and last 4k samples, 

healthy battery condition prevails as expected, i.e. probability 

is 1 while the probability of occurring any other faults are at 0. 

In next 4k samples, the probability of the aged condition is 1 

while the probability of other situations are 0. This indicates 

that, the aged fault case is detected for this samples which 

higher accuracy. Similar situation is true also for OD and OC 

fault cases. This detected probabilities can be used in real time 

for the fault diagnosis. Probabilities of occurring different 

faults from this electrochemical model is obtained as expected 

using MMAE technique. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

This paper incorporated MMAE algorithm for fault detection 

from electrochemical model of lithium ion battery. A linear 

corrective term was introduced while using the PDAE 

observer along with the reduced electrochemical model. Apart 

from the healthy (original) model, three major fault scenarios 

(Aging, Over discharge & Over charge) were created. 

Simulation results show that, the MMAE technique is capable 

of detecting the presumed fault conditions with higher 

accuracy. Therefore this proposed methodology of fault 

detection based on electrochemical model using MMAE can 

be used in real time fault detection and can be further 

implemented for Li-ion battery fault diagnosis. 
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